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Strategic Safety Program
A Section 164 penalty requires states that are out of compliance with federal standards relating to multiple driving
under the influence (DUI) offenders to direct an additional portion of their flexible federal funds to safety programs.
Under the Section 164 penalty, CDOT was directed by FHWA to allocate $11,361,130 in flexible federal funds to the
Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP). In January the Commission approved the allocation of $11,361,130
from HSIP to the RoadX Program. With recent changes in the direction of this program, these funds are now
available for other purposes. Staff is recommending these funds now be reallocated to establish a new Strategic
Safety Program focused on decreasing the frequency and severity of accidents. As discussed at a March Commission
workshop, staff are recommending several systematic statewide safety improvement programs to more proactively
improve safety. These are best practices proven by research, used by states, encouraged by FHWA, and supported
by CDOT staff as being effective in reducing our crash patterns. These improvements include:
6 inch striping to prevent run off the road accidents – highly effective in reducing run off the road
crashes, especially on rural highways and interstates; could be implemented by crews this summer, and
further installed by contractors in later summer/fall for epoxy.
Interstate cable rail to prevent cross over accidents – there are still gaps in the interstate system for cable
rail; this is a highly effective countermeasure at preventing high speed head on crashes. While currently
being recommended on projects, 640 miles are still needed.
Rumble strips, both center line and edge line on rural roadways ‐ centerline rumble strips on rural
highways are also effective at reducing high‐speed head on crashes.
Variable speed limits during weather events on interstates and mountain corridors – adjusting speeds
based on conditions can be very effective in reducing crashes and improving traffic operation. Several
corridors would benefit from conditions‐based speed limits.
Manual for Assessing Safety Hardware (MASH) compliance on guardrail – an extensive need exists to
continue to inventory the state’s guardrail systems, prioritize upgrades to new MASH standards, develop a
strategic replacement plan, fund that plan and deliver it.
These are improvements that can be quickly deployed, resulting in immediate safety improvements on corridors
where applied. An attached resolution authorizes the establishment of this program, including the creation of a new
budget program to be incorporated into the CDOT budget. If the Commission concurs with authorizing the creation
of the new program, the Commission will be asked (via approval of the April budget supplement) to approve the
transfer of the $11,361,130 in HSIP funds from the RoadX program to the new Strategic Safety Program. Staff will

return in subsequent months to seek authorization via the budget supplement of the amount of funds to be
deployed to specific projects and/or improvements within the (i.e. 6‐inch striping, cable rail, etc.) Strategic Safety
Program. Staff is recommending that HSIP funds associated with the Section 164 penalty be programmed to this
same purpose in the FY 2019‐2020 budget and FY 2020‐2021 budget.

Strategic Safety Program Approved April 18,2019
Below is a draft of the latest info on HWY 50
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